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The ubiquitin–proteasome system plays a major role in the rhythmic accumulation and turnover of molecular clock components. In turn,
these �24 h molecular rhythms drive circadian rhythms of behavior and physiology. In Drosophila, the ubiquitin–proteasome system
also plays a critical role in light-dependent degradation of the clock protein Timeless (TIM), a key step in the entrainment of the molecular
clocks to light– dark cycles. Here, we investigated the role of the COP9 signalosome (CSN), a general regulator of protein degradation, in
fly circadian rhythms. We found that null mutations in the genes encoding the CSN4 and CSN5 subunits prevent normal TIM degradation
by light in the pacemaker lateral neurons (LNs) as does LN-specific expression of a dominant-negative CSN5 transgene. These defects are
accompanied by strong reductions in behavioral phase shifts of adult flies lacking normal CSN5 activity in LNs. Defects in TIM degrada-
tion and resetting of behavioral phases were rescued by overexpression of Jetlag (JET), the F-box protein required for light-mediated TIM
degradation. Flies lacking normal CSN activity in all clock neurons are rhythmic in constant light, a phenotype previously associated with
jet mutants. Together, these data indicate that JET and the CSN lie in a common pathway leading to light-dependent TIM degradation.
Surprisingly, we found that manipulations that strongly inhibit CSN activity had minimal effects on circadian rhythms in constant
darkness, indicating a specific role for the CSN in light-mediated TIM degradation.
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Introduction
Circadian (�24 h) rhythms help organisms anticipate daily en-
vironmental changes and persist even in constant environments.
These behavioral and physiological rhythms are controlled by
intracellular molecular clocks that are based on transcription/
translation negative-feedback loops that are also highly regulated
by posttranslational modifications (for review, see Allada et al.,
2001).

In Drosophila, two of the essential clock genes period ( per) and
timeless (tim) are rhythmically expressed and their protein prod-
ucts are posttranslationally regulated. Phosphorylation of PER
and TIM proteins regulates their subcellular localization and sta-
bility (for review, see Hardin, 2005). Phosphorylated PER is tar-
getted by Slimb, the F-box protein subunit of an E3 ubiquitin

ligase complex for PER ubiquitination and proteosomal degra-
dation (Grima et al., 2002; Ko et al., 2002). Two F-box proteins
contribute to TIM degradation: Slimb is required for TIM degra-
dation in constant darkness (DD) (Grima et al., 2002), whereas
Jetlag (JET) (Koh et al., 2006; Peschel et al., 2006) is required for
rapid TIM degradation by light, which in turn entrains the Dro-
sophila molecular clock to light– dark (LD) cycles (Hunter-Ensor
et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1996; Zeng et al., 1996).
Clock cells receive light cell autonomously via the Cryptochrome
photoreceptor (CRY) and also from the visual system (Stanewsky
et al., 1998). Photoreception via CRY results in TIM phosphory-
lation (Naidoo et al., 1999) and allows recognition by JET. How-
ever, there are likely to be unidentified components required for
Slimb- and JET-mediated TIM degradation. To identify novel
elements, we took a leaf from Arabidopsis and tested a role for the
COP9 signalosome (CSN) in Drosophila circadian rhythms.

The CSN was identified in Arabidopsis as a regulator of light-
dependent growth (Wei et al., 1994; Chamovitz et al., 1996).
Arabidopsis CSN is required for degradation of the transcription
factor HY5 under dark conditions, whereas blue-light signals,
transduced via the Arabidopsis Cry1 photoreceptor, stabilize HY5
(Osterlund et al., 2000; Harari-Steinberg et al., 2001). Thus, Ara-
bidopsis and Drosophila share regulation of protein stability via
CRY.

The CSN is an eight protein complex (Deng et al., 2000; Wei
and Deng, 2003) that removes Nedd8, a ubiquitin-like modifier,
from the Cullin subunit of Cullin-based E3-ubiquitin ligases
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(CRLs) (Lyapina et al., 2001; Cope et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 2003).
The prototypical CRLs are the SCF-type E3 ligases. SCF com-
plexes consist of the linker protein Skp1, the scaffold protein
Cul1, a RING-finger protein (Rbx), which recruits the E2
Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme, and an F-box protein that re-
cruits substrates. SCF complexes are activated to ubiquitinate
substrates by covalent attachment of Nedd8 to Cul1, and inacti-
vated by the deneddylase activity of CSN subunit 5 (CSN5) (Cope
et al., 2002). The CSN also mediates phosphorylation and deubi-
quitination of ubiquitin–proteasome pathway substrates (for re-
view, see Harari-Steinberg and Chamovitz, 2004).

SCF complexes have been broadly implicated in circadian
rhythms: in Drosophila, SCF Slimb regulates PER stability in LD
and DD, and TIM stability in DD, whereas SCF JET regulates TIM

stability in LD; in mammals, SCF Fbxl3 reg-
ulates mCry protein stability (Busino et al.,
2007; Godinho et al., 2007; Siepka et al.,
2007); and in Neurospora, SCF complexes
containing the F-box protein FWD-1
(SCF FWD-1) regulate stability of the clock
protein Frequency (FRQ) (He et al., 2003).
Furthermore, a role for the CSN in circa-
dian rhythms has been demonstrated in
csn-2 null mutant Neurospora (He et al.,
2005). Although CSN inactivation might
be expected to lead to constitutively active
SCF complexes and reduced substrate lev-
els, FRQ overaccumulates in csn-2 null
mutants. This is presumably because con-
stitutive activation of SCF FWD-1 leads to
degradation of the FWD-1 F-box protein
itself rendering FRQ stable despite being
hyperphosphorylated.

Here, we tested the role of the CSN in
Drosophila circadian rhythms. We found
that the CSN is required cell autono-
mously in circadian pacemaker neurons
for rapid light-mediated TIM degradation
and behavioral phase shifts, but not for
molecular oscillations per se. The pheno-
types caused by inhibiting CSN activity in
pacemaker neurons were rescued by over-
expressing jet. Furthermore, flies with re-
duced CSN activity in all clock neurons are
rhythmic in constant light (LL), a pheno-
type also exhibited by jet and cry mutants.
These results indicate that the CSN medi-
ates SCF JET, but not SCF Slimb, control of
TIM stability such that the CSN is required
for light-mediated TIM degradation, but
not for the general maintenance of circa-
dian rhythms.

Materials and Methods
Fly strains. The CSN4null and CSN5null mutant
strains have been described previously (Freilich
et al., 1999; Oron et al., 2002). PCR analysis
determined that CSN4null and CSN5null mutant
larvae and y w control larvae carry the ls-tim
allele (data not shown), ruling out genetic vari-
ations in tim as an explanation for the reduced
light sensitivity of TIM in CSN4null and
CSN5null larvae (Peschel et al., 2006). For ex-
pression in lateral neurons (LNs), we used the
Pdf0.5-Gal4 driver (Park et al., 2000). Other

Gal4 drivers used were tim-Gal4 (Emery et al., 1998) and tubulinP-Gal4
(Lee and Luo, 1999). Pdf-Gal80 flies were described by Stoleru et al.
(2004). Flies carrying wild-type and dominant-negative CSN5 transgenes
(UAS-CSN5 and UAS-CSN5DN, respectively) were also described previ-
ously (Wu et al., 2005) as were UAS-jet flies (Koh et al., 2006). The
UAS-CSN5DN2 chromosome also carried the CSN5null allele, so larvae or
flies carrying this transgene had only one wild-type CSN5 allele. Sequenc-
ing the jet locus in tim-Gal4 and UAS-CSN5DN2 flies revealed that they
both have wild-type jet, ruling out variation in jet as a contributor to
rhythmicity in constant light in flies with tim-Gal4 and UAS-CSN5DN2

transgenes (Peschel et al., 2006).
TIM degradation assays and quantitation. The yellow white ( y w)

strain served as controls in most TIM degradation assays. All Dro-
sophila strains were entrained to 12 h LD cycles for at least 3 d before

Figure 1. Rhythms in TIM protein levels in LD and DD in CSN4null and CSN5null mutant larval LNs. A, B, TIM levels (red) were
measured in LD cycles at four time points (ZT1, ZT5, ZT17, and ZT23) (A) and in DD at four time points (CT1, CT5, CT17, and CT23)
(B) in the LNs of y w (top panels), CSN4null (middle panels), and CSN5null larvae (bottom panels). LNs were marked using an
antibody specific for PDF (green). The images shown are representative of at least five brains stained per time point in at least three
independent experiments. The time points shown were taken from separate experiments, although each experiment included all
genotypes.
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conducting an experiment. In the experiments in Figures 1–3, LD-
entrained third-instar y w, CSN4null, CSN5null, and Pdf�CSN5,
CSN5null larvae were collected on grape juice plates rather than in
vials. In these experiments, homozygous CSN4null and CSN5null mu-
tants were separated from heterozygous CSN4null/T(II; III ) and
CSN5null/TM6b larvae, respectively, by the absence of the Tubby
marker. For each TIM degradation experiment, 10 –12 third-instar
larval brains per genotype were dissected at the assigned experimental
time points. For the adult TIM degradation experiments at zeitgeber
time 21 (ZT21; time in LD), five to eight brains were analyzed per
genotype in three independent experiments. Immunostainings for
TIM and pigment-dispersing factor (PDF) were performed as previ-
ously described using TIM antibodies generously provided by M.
Young (Rockefeller University, New York, NY) and A. Sehgal (Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA) and a monoclonal antibody
to PDF (Cyran et al., 2005). Images were captured by confocal
microscopy.

For quantitation of TIM levels, ImageJ software was used to measure
the average TIM staining intensity in each LN (detected via PDF staining)
and the background signal was subtracted. The average TIM level per
genotype per time point was calculated using between 10 –20 LNs from 5
to 10 brains (except only 5 LNs from 3 brains for UAS-CSN5DN2). Cells
lying so close together that their borders could not be distinguished were
not included in the analysis. The average TIM staining intensity of un-
pulsed control ( y w) larvae was designated as 1, and the average TIM

intensity for the remaining genotypes and conditions was normalized to
this value. TIM levels from three independent experiments were aver-
aged together. Statistical differences in TIM levels between genotypes
were determined using an unpaired t test.

Behavioral analysis. Young male flies were entrained to LD cycles at
25°C and loaded into Trikinetics locomotor activity monitors. For light
pulse experiments, flies were given a 2 min, 750 lux light pulse at either
ZT15 or ZT21 during the dark phase of the fourth day in LD, and then
transferred to DD. For constant light experiments, flies were entrained to
LD cycles for 2–3 d, and then assayed in 100 lux constant light for 6 d.
This light level is lower than used previously to detect rhythmicity in jetr

mutants (Koh et al., 2006) and was chosen because preliminary data
suggested that the constant light phenotype of CSN5DN2 expressing flies
was not as strong as in jetr mutants.

Behavioral data were analyzed using the ClockLab program running
on MatLab to calculate the � 2 period length. Power was calculated by
measuring the height of the highest amplitude peak. Flies with ampli-
tudes below the significance line were scored as arrhythmic as were flies
given a low-amplitude power if a clear rhythm could not be seen on visual
inspection. For the phase shift experiments, the offset of activity during
the first 4 d in DD was measured using ClockLab. These numbers were
then averaged and used to compare light-pulsed and unpulsed flies to
generate the average phase shift per genotype per condition. Flies display-
ing arrhythmic behavior or unclear offsets of activity were not used in the
analysis. Between 10 and 70 flies per genotype were used each for each

Figure 2. CSN4 and CSN5 are required for normal light-mediated TIM degradation in larval LNs. A, C, TIM degradation by light in LNs was measured by exposing larvae to �750 lux light for either
2 h starting at ZT15 (A) or 1 h starting at ZT23 (C) and then compared with the equivalent unpulsed time point (ZT17 for A; ZT24 for C). LNs from unpulsed larvae are shown in the top panels, and
light-exposed larvae are shown in the bottom panels. Brains were stained with TIM (red) and PDF (green) as in Figure 1. The images on the left are representative of at least six brains stained per
genotype per condition in at least eight independent experiments. Quantitation was performed for three of these experiments using at least six brains per genotype. B, D, TIM levels in LNs were
quantitated (see Materials and Methods) with unpulsed levels in black and light-exposed levels in gray (B, D). TIM levels at ZT17 or ZT23 in y w control larvae were set to 1, and other genotypes were
normalized to this. Error bars show SEM. TIM is degraded by light significantly more in y w larvae compared with CSN4null and CSN5null larvae at each time point ( p � 0.001).
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light pulse and the results are a combination of two to six independent
experiments. Flies heterozygous for Pdf0.5-Gal4 transgenes on the second
and third chromosomes served as the behavioral control in the phase
shift experiments. Statistical differences in phase shifts were determined
using a Wilcoxon two-sample test. For constant light experiments, all
flies were assigned a power value even if there was no obvious peak above
the significance line (i.e., they were arrhythmic). For these flies, the
power was measured at a local peak between 23 and 27 h. This was done
to allow a numerical comparison between the overall strength of the
rhythm between different genotypes for all of the flies tested. Unpaired t
tests (assuming unequal variance) were used to compare the power of the
rhythm between genotypes.

Results
The molecular clock is functional in CSN4 and CSN5 mutant
pacemaker neurons
To test for a role of the CSN in the Drosophila molecular clock, we
initially tested whether the clock is functional in null mutants in
the genes encoding the CSN4 and CSN5 subunits (CSN4null and
CSN5null) (Freilich et al., 1999; Oron et al., 2002). These mutants
affect the integrity of the CSN complex differently: In CSN4null

mutants, no CSN complex is detected, although individual sub-
units, such as CSN5 and CSN7, are present in smaller complexes;
whereas in CSN5null mutants, the remaining CSN subunits still
form a complex that maintains some function (Oron et al., 2002,
2007). Although essential, Drosophila mutants homozygous for
either CSN4null or CSN5null survive to third-instar larvae, because
of maternally deposited CSN protein (Oron et al., 2002), at which
point development arrests. Because third-instar larvae have func-
tional pacemaker neurons capable of directing a simple circadian
behavior (Mazzoni et al., 2005), we analyzed the effect of the
CSN4null and CSN5null mutations in larvae.

We used antibodies to TIM protein to test for oscillations of
the molecular clock in larval pacemaker LNs, which were local-
ized with an antibody against the PDF neuropeptide. In control
( y w) larvae in LD cycles, TIM is first detected in the cytoplasm of
LNs after the lights go off (ZT17) (Fig. 1A). Later in the night,
TIM is found in the nucleus (ZT23) (Fig. 1A) and is then unde-
tectable after lights on (ZT1 and ZT5) (Fig. 1A) because TIM is
light sensitive. Control larvae exhibit a similar pattern of TIM

Figure 3. CSN5 is required in larval LNs for normal light-dependent TIM degradation. To test whether CSN5 acts cell autonomously in light-mediated TIM degradation, Pdf0.5-Gal4 was used to
restore CSN5 expression specifically to larval LNs using a UAS-CSN5 transgene in a CSN5null background (Pdf � CSN5WT, CSN5null; right panels). A–D, TIM levels were measured as in Figure 2 for light
pulses at ZT15 (A, B) or ZT23 (C, D). The images on the left are representative of at least six brains stained per time point in at least five independent experiments. Quantitation was performed for
three of these experiments using at least five brains per genotype. Error bars show SEM. The quantitation on the right reveals that light degrades TIM in Pdf � CSN5WT, CSN5null larvae significantly
more than in CSN5null larvae ( p � 0.001), and not different from y w larvae ( p � 0.1).
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cytoplasmic accumulation, nuclear entry, and degradation in
LNs during the first day of DD after entrainment to LD cycles
(Fig. 1B).

The profile of TIM protein in CSN4null and CSN5null mutant
larvae was very similar to the wild-type controls. The only differ-
ence was that low levels of TIM were detectable in the nucleus in
the early morning in LD cycles in the mutants (ZT1) (Figure 1A).
TIM was undetectable in the mutants by ZT5 indicating that TIM
can still be degraded in CSN4null and CSN5null mutants. Similarly,
TIM could also be detected at low levels in DD at circadian time 1
(CT1; time in DD), but not at CT5.

The cycle of cytoplasmic TIM accumulation, nuclear trans-
location, and turnover is functional in these mutants, indicat-
ing that overall their molecular clocks are functional. Because
no deneddylase activity can be detected in either CSN4null or
CSN5null mutant larvae (Oron et al., 2007), our results suggest
that the CSN is not essential for circadian cycling of Drosophila
clock proteins. Consistent with this idea, we also found that
circadian rhythms of adult locomotor activity are unaffected
when a potent dominant-negative CSN5 transgene is ex-
pressed in adult clock neurons (Table 1) (discussed in detail
later).

Figure 4. Expression of a dominant-negative CSN5 transgene in larval LNs blocks normal TIM degradation. A–D, The dominant-negative UAS-CSN5DN2 transgene was expressed via Pdf0.5-Gal4
(Pdf � CSN5DN2) and TIM degradation measured as in Figure 2 with light pulses starting at ZT15 (A, B) and ZT23 (C, D). TIM levels (red) in LNs of Pdf � CSN5DN2 larvae were compared with control
y w and UAS-CSN5DN2 larvae (two left panels) and CSN5null mutant larvae (right panels). The images on the left are representative of at least five brains stained per time point in at least four
independent experiments. Quantitation was performed for three of these experiments using at least five brains per genotype, except the UAS-CSN5DN2 control which had at least three brains per
experiment. Error bars show SEM. The quantitation reveals that levels of TIM degradation are similar in Pdf � CSN5DN2 and CSN5null larvae ( p � 0.1). Levels of TIM degradation are significantly less
in Pdf � CSN5DN2 and CSN5null larvae than in y w larvae ( p � 0.001).

Table 1. Locomotor activity rhythms of UAS-CSN5 and UAS-jet transgenic flies in constant darkness

Genotype % Rhythmic (n � total tested) Period (h) � SEM Power � SEM

Pdf-Gal4 / �; Pdf-Gal4 / � 81 (75) 23.9 � 0.1 515 � 16
Pdf-Gal4 / �; Pdf–Gal4 / UAS-CSN5 WT 87 (52) 23.9 � 0.1 653 � 21
tim-Gal4 / �; UAS-CSN5WT / � 71 (30) 23.8 � 0.1 552 � 31
Pdf-Gal4 / �; Pdf–Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN2, CSN5null 92 (63) 23.9 � 0.1 645 � 23
Pdf-Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN4; Pdf–Gal4 / � 88 (30) 23.8 � 0.1 478 � 35
tim-Gal4 / �; UAS-CSN5DN2, CSN5null / � 70 (28) 23.7 � 0.1 495 � 23
tim-Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN4; 71 (30) 23.7 � 0.1 598 � 28
Pdf-Gal80 / UAS-CSN5 WT; tubP-Gal4, CSN5null / CSN5null 87 (33) 23.9 � 0.1 534 � 21
Pdf-Gal4 / �; Pdf-Gal4 / UAS-jet 98 (23) 24.3 � 0.1 656 � 24
tim-Gal4 / �; UAS-jet / � 85 (34) 24.1 � 0.1 618 � 30
Pdf-Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN4; Pdf-Gal4 / UAS-jet 97 (66) 24.1 � 0.1 765 � 24
tim-Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN4; UAS-jet / � 75 (44) 23.9 � 0.1 497 � 12

The period for each fly across 8 d in DD was determined by �2 analysis. Power was calculated using ClockLab with 5 min collection bins. Flies deemed arrhythmic by ClockLab were excluded from average power calculations.
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CSN4 and CSN5 are required for light-mediated TIM
degradation in larval LNs
The persistence of TIM in the early morning after the light onset
suggested that CSN mutants have reduced responses to light.
Thus, we tested whether the CSN is required for light-dependent

TIM degradation in LNs. Larvae were
given either a 2 h light pulse starting at
ZT15 when TIM is in the cytoplasm, or a
1 h light pulse starting at ZT23 when TIM
is nuclear. TIM levels after light exposure
were quantified and compared with TIM
levels in unpulsed larvae at ZT17 or ZT24,
respectively. The results in Figure 2 show
that TIM is mostly degraded in wild-type
larval LNs after light pulses at ZT15 and
ZT23 with only 5–15% TIM remaining. In
contrast, 70 – 80% of TIM remained in
CSN4null and CSN5null larval LNs after the
light pulses. We conclude that an intact
CSN is required for the normal light-
mediated degradation of both cytoplasmic
and nuclear TIM in larval LNs.

CSN5 is required cell autonomously for
light-dependent TIM degradation
in LNs
Because the CSN4null and CSN5null muta-
tions affect the entire larva, our results
could be explained by the mutations af-
fecting, for example, visual system signal-
ing to LNs that could in turn affect TIM
degradation. CSN5 was previously shown
to be important in Drosophila photorecep-
tor differentiation and glial cell migration
in the optic lobe (Suh et al., 2002). How-
ever, Bolwig’s organ, the simple larval vi-
sual system, appeared structurally normal
in CSN4null and CSN5null mutants and pro-
jected to the LNs as it does in wild-type
larvae (A. Knowles, S. Sprecher, J. Blau,
unpublished observations).

To test whether the CSN is required for
TIM degradation in a cell-autonomous
manner, we used the Gal4-UAS system to
engineer mosaic larvae with altered CSN
activity only in LNs. Ideally, these experi-
ments would consist of (1) LN-specific
rescue of a CSN subunit null mutation and
(2) expression of a dominant-negative
CSN subunit specifically in LNs. We chose
CSN5 for these experiments because a sin-
gle amino acid change (D to N at position
148) abolishes CSN5 deneddylase activity,
but this mutant CSN5 (CSN5 D148N, re-
ferred hereafter to as CSN5 DN) is still in-
corporated into the CSN complex but in-
hibits CSN activity (Cope et al., 2002; Wu
et al., 2005).

Wild-type CSN5 expression was re-
stored specifically to LNs using a Pdf-Gal4
driver to express a UAS-CSN5WT trans-
gene in a CSN5null background. Light pulse
experiments beginning at ZT15 and ZT23

were performed as outlined above to test for degradation of cy-
toplasmic and nuclear TIM, respectively. The results in Figure 3
show that TIM degradation in wild-type larvae was indistinguish-
able from larvae in which CSN5 expression was restored to LNs.
In contrast, CSN5null mutant larvae had minimal TIM degrada-

Figure 5. CSN5 is required for normal phase resetting of adult behavioral rhythms and TIM degradation by light. A, Flies entrained to
12hLDcyclesforat least4dweregivena2minlightpulseof�750luxateitherZT15(phasedelays,bottom)orZT21(phaseadvances,top)
and shifted to DD. We used flies heterozygous for two copies of the Pdf0.5-Gal4 driver as controls (Pdf ��). Flies analyzed had either a
wild-type UAS-CSN5 transgene or one of two UAS-CSN5 dominant-negative transgenes (UAS-CSN5DN2 or UAS-CSN5DN4). The transgenes
were expressed using two copies of the Pdf0.5-Gal4 driver (Pdf�CSN5; Pdf�CSN5DN2; Pdf�CSN5DN4) or one copy of the tim-Gal4 driver
(tim�CSN5; tim�CSN5DN2; tim�CSN5DN4). The final bar shows phase shifts for flies in which viability of CSN5null mutants was rescued
by expressing a wild-type UAS-CSN5 transgene using tubulinP-Gal4 and then preventing expression in LNs via Pdf-Gal80 (tub � CSN5,
Pdf-Gal80, CSN5null). Each bar represents a total of at least 18 flies analyzed in at least three independent experiments for phase advances
(except15fliesfortub�CSN5,Pdf-Gal80,CSN5null)andatleast10forphasedelays.ErrorbarsshowSEM.Phaseadvancesandphasedelays
were significantly reduced compared with controls with UAS-CSN5DN2 or UAS-CSN5DN4 transgenes expressed using either driver and also
with tub�CSN5, Pdf-Gal80, CSN5null flies ( p�0.001). B, Pdf��control flies and Pdf�CSN5DN2 flies were entrained to LD cycles and
then either dissected at ZT22 (top panels) or after 2 min light at ZT21 and an additional hour of darkness (bottom panels). Brains were
stained with antibodies to TIM (red) and PDF (green). C, Quantitation of TIM levels in Pdf��control flies and Pdf�CSN5DN2 flies at ZT22
or after a 2 min light pulse at ZT21 followed by 1 h darkness. The data are an average of three independent experiments with five to eight
brains per experiment. The amount of TIM remaining after light is statistically lower in Pdf �� control flies than in Pdf � CSN5DN2 flies
( p �0.01). We came to the same conclusions comparing these genotypes with a 2 min light pulse starting at ZT15 ( p �0.01) and also
comparing Pdf �� with Pdf � CSN5DN4 flies at each time point ( p � 0.01) (data not shown).
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tion. Thus, CSN5 is required within LNs for normal light-
dependent TIM degradation.

In the complementary experiment, we used Pdf-Gal4 to ex-
press a dominant-negative UAS-CSN5DN transgene in an other-
wise wild-type background and repeated the light pulse experi-
ments as outlined above. We found that TIM degradation in
larval LNs was mostly blocked by two independent UAS-CSN5DN

lines [DN2 (Fig. 4) and DN4 (data not shown)]. There is partial
inhibition of TIM degradation with the UAS-CSN5DN2 transgene
even in the absence of a driver (Fig. 4A), suggesting slightly leaky
expression of the UAS-CSN5DN2 transgene. However, TIM deg-
radation in LNs is potently inhibited in larvae with Pdf-Gal4 and
UAS-CSN5DN2 and TIM levels after light in these mosaic larvae
are comparable with those observed in CSN5null mutant larvae.
Thus, expression of the UAS-CSN5DN transgene in LNs is suffi-
cient to block TIM degradation.

CSN5 is required for resetting adult behavioral rhythms
TIM degradation in response to light resets the molecular clock,
and this entrains and shifts the phase of behavioral rhythms of
adult flies. Thus, if inhibiting CSN activity prevents light-
dependent TIM degradation, then this should also cause defects
in resetting the phase of adult behavioral rhythms via light. To
test this prediction, we used the UAS-CSN5DN transgenes de-
scribed above to alter CSN activity specifically in clock neurons
and then measured the behavioral responses of flies to light.

First, we checked whether expression of UAS-CSN5WT or ei-
ther UAS-CSN5DN line with Pdf-Gal4 (LNvs only) or tim-Gal4
(all clock neurons) altered circadian rhythms of adult locomotor
activity rhythms in DD. The results in Table 1 show that the
period length and strength of these rhythms was mostly unaf-
fected by these manipulations. Therefore, CSN5 activity is not
essential for adult circadian rhythms, consistent with the oscilla-
tions of TIM protein in CSN5null larval LNs (Fig. 1).

Exposure to light either delays or advances the phase of adult
behavioral rhythms on subsequent days by triggering TIM deg-

radation. Light received by flies in the early part of the night (e.g.,
ZT15) delays the phase of the behavioral rhythm, whereas light
pulses in the late night (e.g., ZT21) advance the phase. At the
molecular level, behavioral phase delays correlate with degrada-
tion of cytoplasmic TIM delaying its accumulation, nuclear en-
try, and subsequent steps of the cycle. Conversely, behavioral
phase advances are correlated with degradation of nuclear TIM
that leads to earlier reactivation of per and tim expression by
prematurely removing repression by PER and TIM.

To assess how light-dependent TIM degradation affects be-
havioral phases, we compared the phase shifts of adult flies ex-
pressing either UAS-CSN5WT or UAS-CSN5DN. For these exper-
iments, flies entrained in LD cycles were given a 2 min light pulse
at either ZT15 or ZT21 and were then moved to DD. We calcu-
lated the average time at which flies stopped activity on each of
the first 4 d in DD and compared it with LD-entrained flies that
were moved to DD without a light pulse (Fig. 5A).

Expression of wild-type UAS-CSN5 either only in LNvs or in
all clock cells had minimal effects on phase shifts compared with
control Pdf-Gal4 flies (Fig. 5A). In contrast, expression of the
dominant-negative UAS-CSN5DN transgenes significantly re-
duced phase advances and delays (Fig. 5A). Phase shifts were
inhibited slightly more with the tim-Gal4 driver than with Pdf-
Gal4, perhaps because the tim-Gal4 driver is also expressed in the
Evening (E) clock neurons, which are important mediators of
light entrainment (Stoleru et al., 2007). The residual phase shifts
observed in flies expressing UAS-CSN5DN transgenes are consis-
tent with low levels of TIM degradation seen in Figure 4. Overall,
these results correlate well with the requirement for CSN activity
for TIM degradation in larval LNs.

To test whether these behavioral defects in phase shifts of
adult flies are attributable to impaired TIM degradation, we com-
pared TIM degradation in control flies (Pdf � �) with flies lack-
ing normal CSN5 activity in PDF cells (Pdf � CSN5DN2). Flies
were exposed to 2 min of light at either ZT15 or ZT21 as in the
phase shift experiments, and then TIM levels were measured 1 h
later. The results for ZT21 are shown in Figure 5, B and C, and
reveal extensive TIM degradation in control flies, but minimal
TIM degradation in Pdf � CSN5DN2 flies. Similar defects in TIM
degradation were seen when a 2 min light pulse was given at
ZT15, and also in Pdf � CSN5DN4 flies at both time points (data
not shown). These data support the idea that flies lacking normal
CSN5 activity in clock neurons show defective phase shifts be-
cause they cannot degrade TIM normally.

We also generated flies in which the lethality of the CSN5null

mutation was rescued by expressing a wild-type UAS-CSN5
transgene throughout the fly using tubulinP-Gal4 and then inhibit-
ing Gal4 activity specifically in LNvs via a Pdf-Gal80 transgene. The
period length and strength of their locomotor rhythms in DD were
indistinguishable from those of wild-type flies (Table 1). This further
supports our conclusion that wild-type CSN activity in LNvs is not
required for normal circadian rhythms in DD.

Next, we measured the magnitude of phase delays and ad-
vances in response to light pulses at ZT15 and ZT21 as described
above. We found that the phase of these flies was almost un-
changed after a light pulse (Fig. 5A). These results support the
idea that the CSN acts cell autonomously within LNvs and is
required for clock resetting, presumably by mediating TIM deg-
radation in LNvs.

CSN5 and JET cooperate for clock resetting by light
The deneddylation activity of the CSN has been proposed to
inactivate SCF complexes. Thus, a nonfunctional CSN might be

Figure 6. Overexpression of jet in clock neurons suppresses the defects in phase shifts to light
of flies with dominant-negative CSN5. Phase shifts were measured and plotted as in Figure 5.
Either Pdf0.5-Gal4, with two copies of the driver, or tim-Gal4 was used to express UAS-CSN5DN4

alone, UAS-jet alone, or both transgenes together. The data for Pdf � �, Pdf � CSN5DN4 and
tim � CSN5DN4 are replotted from Figure 5. For the new genotypes, each bar represents at least
15 flies analyzed in at least two independent experiments. Overexpression of jet via Pdf0.5-Gal4
or tim-Gal4 has no effect on phase shifts compared with controls ( p � 0.15). Phase shifts are
reduced in Pdf � CSN5DN4 flies compared with Pdf � CSN5DN4 � jet flies ( p � 0.0001) and
between tim � CSN5DN4 flies and tim � CSN5DN4 � jet flies ( p � 0.003).
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expected to lead to constitutively active SCF JET complexes and
increased TIM degradation. However, in Neurospora csn-2 null
mutants, the F-box protein FWD-1 was found to be highly un-
stable while its substrate, the clock protein FRQ, overaccumu-
lated (He et al., 2005). Thus, the absence of CSN activity seems to
lead to constitutively active SCF complexes resulting in the deg-
radation or inactivation of the F-box protein itself, and thus al-
lowing substrate accumulation. This model would explain our
results: in the absence of CSN activity, constitutively active
SCF JET complexes lead to degradation or inactivation of JET
itself, thus preventing TIM degradation after a light pulse. In this
scenario, JET levels or activity would be limiting for TIM degra-
dation when CSN activity is inhibited, and therefore increased jet
expression might rescue defects in TIM degradation when CSN
activity is inhibited via UAS-CSN5DN.

To test this idea, we used flies in which Pdf-Gal4 was used to
express UAS-jet and UAS-CSN5DN4 simultaneously. As a prelim-
inary experiment, we first measured phase shifts in adult flies in
which Pdf-Gal4 was used to express UAS-jet. We found that the
magnitude of phase delays and advances was similar to controls
(Fig. 6). Next, we tested the phase shifts of flies in which Pdf-Gal4
was used to coexpress UAS-jet and UAS-CSN5DN4 simulta-
neously. Phase shifts of these flies were essentially indistinguish-
able from flies expressing UAS-jet alone. Thus, increasing JET

levels in LNs rescues the defective clock resetting of flies express-
ing UAS-CSN5DN4 (Fig. 6). This result is not a trivial effect of
dividing Gal4 activity between two UAS transgenes because flies
expressing both UAS-CSN5DN4 and UAS-CD8::GFP in LNs
showed similar defects in clock resetting to flies expressing the
UAS-CSN5DN4 transgene alone (data not shown).

CSN5 and JET cooperate for TIM degradation by light
Because the CSN5DN clock-resetting defect could be rescued by
overexpressing jet, it seemed likely that TIM degradation was also
restored. We tested this by measuring TIM degradation in larval
LNs. First, we measured TIM degradation in larvae overexpress-
ing jet in LNs and found that TIM was degraded very well in this
genetic background (Fig. 7). Next, we measured TIM degrada-
tion in larvae in which Pdf-Gal4 was used to express UAS-
CSN5DN4 and UAS-jet transgenes simultaneously. The results
show that TIM degradation in the early evening (ZT15) and late
night (ZT23) was restored to levels very close to wild-type con-
trols (Fig. 7). Again, this result is not a trivial effect of diluting
Gal4 activity between two transgenes because larvae expressing
both UAS-CSN5DN4 and UAS-CD8::GFP in LNs showed as high
levels of TIM after light as the single UAS-CSN5DN transgene
experiments shown in Figure 4. Thus, increased levels of JET
protein override the defects in TIM degradation associated with

Figure 7. Overexpression of JET in larval LNs rescues defects in light-mediated TIM degradation caused by dominant-negative CSN5. Light pulse experiments were performed and quantitated as
in Figure 2 with light pulses starting at ZT15 (A, B) or ZT23 (C, D). TIM is shown in red, and PDF is shown in green. Larvae used were y w controls (left panels), or Pdf0.5-Gal4 driving expression of
UAS-CSN5DN and UAS-CD8::GFP transgenes (Pdf � CSN5DN4 � GFP), UAS-Jet alone (Pdf � jet), or UAS-CSN5DN and UAS-Jet (Pdf � CSN5DN4 � jet). The images on the left are representative of at least
10 brains stained per time point in at least four independent experiments. Quantitation was performed for three of these experiments using at least five brains per genotype. Error bars show SEM.
Levels of TIM degradation by light in y w and Pdf � jet larvae are similar ( p � 0.1) TIM is degraded significantly better in Pdf � CSN5DN4 � jet larvae than in Pdf � CSN5DN4 � GFP larvae ( p �
0.001).
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reducing CSN activity. We have not been
able to examine whether JET levels are re-
duced in pacemaker neurons when CSN
activity is inhibited, because the available
antibodies to JET are not sensitive enough
to recognize JET in clock neurons (Koh et
al., 2006). Nevertheless, the rescue of
CSN5DN mutant phenotype by overex-
pression of JET supports the idea that JET
and the CSN lie in the same pathway lead-
ing to TIM degradation specifically in re-
sponse to light.

Inhibiting CSN activity in clock neurons
induces constant light rhythmicity
In addition to reduced phase shifts in re-
sponse to light pulses, cry and jet mutants
exhibit another light-dependent pheno-
type: rhythmicity in constant light (Emery et al., 2000; Koh et al.,
2006). Given the many similarities in TIM degradation and clock
resetting between flies mutant for cry, jet, or CSN subunits, we
examined the rhythms of flies lacking normal CSN activity in LL
(100 lux). Under these lighting conditions, jetr mutants were
rhythmic with an average period of 25.4 h, whereas control w1118

flies, tim-gal4 driver flies without a UAS transgene and UAS-
CSNDN2 transgenic flies without a driver were almost all arrhyth-
mic (Fig. 8, Table 2). In contrast, we found that tim � CSNDN2

flies were rhythmic in constant light. Thus, like cry and jet mu-
tants, rhythmicity in constant light can be produced by inactivat-
ing the CSN, supporting the idea that the CSN works in the same
pathway as CRY and JET to degrade TIM in light.

The central brain clock neurons have been functionally di-
vided into two main groups. One group is the PDF-producing
LNvs, which are the most important neurons for rhythmicity in
DD (Renn et al., 1999). A second less well defined group of PDF-
negative (PDF-ve) clock neurons includes a subset of DN1 dorsal
neurons that has been associated with rhythmicity in constant
light (Murad et al., 2007; Stoleru et al., 2007). To test in which
clock neurons CSN activity is required to prevent rhythmicity in
constant light, we restricted expression of the UAS-CSNDN2

transgene using either Pdf-Gal4 to target LNvs, or a combination
of the tim-Gal4 driver and a Pdf-Gal80 transgene (Stoleru et al.,
2004) to target the PDF-ve clock neurons. The results in Figure 8
and Table 2 show that flies are arrhythmic when UAS-CSNDN2 is

Figure 8. Inhibiting CSN activity in adult clock neurons makes flies rhythmic in constant light. Flies were entrained to LD cycles for 2–3 d, and then moved to 100 lux constant light and their
locomotor activity was recorded for 6 d. The actograms are combined from all the flies tested (ranging between 26 and 44 flies depending on the genotype) and were from between one and three
separate experiments. The different genotypes shown are as follows: top row, jetr mutants (left), and �/UAS-CSN5DN2 (� � CSN5DN; middle), and tim-gal4/� control flies (tim � �; right);
bottom row, UAS-CSN5DN2 expressed via tim-gal4 (tim � CSN5DN; left), Pdf0.5-Gal4 (Pdf � CSN5DN; middle), or via tim-gal4 with a Pdf-Gal80 transgene (tim; Pdf80 � CSN5DN; right).

Table 2. Locomotor activity rhythms of UAS-CSN5DN transgenic flies in constant light

Genotype % Rhythmic (n � total tested) Period (h) � SEM Power � SEM

jetr 92 (37) 25.4 � 0.1 537 � 21
w1118 6 (16) 22.3 344 � 10
UAS-CSN5DN2 / � 4 (26) 23.8 350 � 7
tim-Gal4 / � 3 (35) 25.4 351 � 6
tim-Gal4 / �; UAS-CSN5DN2 / � 93 (44) 26.2 � 0.1 679 � 26
� / �; Pdf-Gal4 / � 0 (31) n.a. 359 � 6
� / �; Pdf–Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN2 0 (30) n.a. 357 � 7
tim-Gal4 / �; Pdf-Gal80 / � 0 (11) n.a. 365 � 11
tim-Gal4 / �; Pdf-Gal80 / UAS-CSN5DN2 100 (42) 26.4 � 0.1 665 � 24

The period for each fly across 6 d in LL was determined by �2 analysis. Average period calculations used only rhythmic flies. Power was calculated using
ClockLab with 5 min collection bins, and all flies were assigned a power value. For arrhythmic flies (no peak above the significance line), the power was
measured at a local peak between 23 and 27 h. A fly classified as arrhythmic typically gives a rhythm �power� of between 340 and 370. A t test (unpaired,
unequal variance) revealed the following significant differences for power: tim-Gal4 /�versus tim-Gal4 /�; UAS-CSN5DN2 /� flies; UAS-CSN5DN2 /�versus
tim-Gal4 / �; UAS-CSN5DN2 / � flies; and tim-Gal4 / �; Pdf-Gal80 / � versus tim-Gal4 / �; Pdf-Gal80 / UAS-CSN5DN2 flies (p � 0.0001). There were not
significant differences between Pdf-Gal4 /�and Pdf–Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN2 flies or between UAS-CSN5DN2 /�and Pdf–Gal4 / UAS-CSN5DN2 flies (p�0.78 and
0.50, respectively). n.a., Not applicable.
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expressed only in PDF-positive cells, but are rhythmic when
UAS-CSNDN2 is expressed only in PDF-ve clock neurons. These
findings are consistent with previous results demonstrating that
the PDF-ve clock neurons are the major cellular substrate for
rhythmicity in constant light (Murad et al., 2007; Picot et al.,
2007; Stoleru et al., 2007).

Discussion
In this study, we identified a requirement for the CSN in light-
mediated TIM degradation in Drosophila pacemaker neurons.
First, we found that null mutations that affect the whole animal
(CSN4null and CSN5null) (Fig. 2) inhibit TIM degradation in larval
LNs in response to light. These effects are cell autonomous be-
cause restoration of CSN5 expression only to larval LNs rescued
the defects in TIM degradation (Fig. 3), whereas expression of a
dominant-negative CSN5 transgene specifically in larval LNs
blocked TIM degradation as effectively as null mutations in CSN4
and CSN5 (Fig. 4).

TIM degradation by light in pacemaker neurons correlates
with the ability to reset the phase of adult behavioral rhythms
(Hunter-Ensor et al., 1996; Lee et al., 1996; Myers et al., 1996;
Zeng et al., 1996). We found that CSN5DN transgenes potently
inhibited phase shifts of the clock in response to light, and mosaic
animals lacking CSN5 expression only in adult LNvs behaved
similarly (Fig. 5). The role of the CSN appears limited to light-
mediated TIM degradation because the molecular clock oscillates
in CSN4null and CSN5null mutants (Fig. 1), and expression of
CSN5DN in clock neurons had no effect on adult locomotor ac-
tivity rhythms in DD (Table 1). This specificity of the CSN is
surprising because (1) the CSN has been implicated in the degra-
dation of many proteins that are degraded by the ubiquitin–pro-
teasome system; and (2) blocking degradation of PER protein
either by reducing the activity of Double-Time, the PER kinase
tightly linked to PER stability, or Slimb, the PER F-box, leads to
strong changes on the molecular clock (Price et al., 1998; Rothen-
fluh et al., 2000; Suri et al., 2000; Grima et al., 2002; Ko et al.,
2002) (discussed further below).

The phenotypes of jet mutant flies (Koh et al., 2006) are very
similar to those we described for flies with altered CSN activity:
reduced phase shifts and TIM degradation in LNs, and behavioral
rhythmicity in constant light. In addition, the phase shift and
TIM degradation phenotypes of CSN5DN mutants were rescued
by overexpression of jet. These results suggest that JET and CSN
are elements in a common pathway connecting photoreception
by CRY to TIM degradation. In Drosophila, both the visual sys-
tem and CRY participate in clock resetting in a partially redun-
dant manner (Stanewsky et al., 1998; Helfrich-Förster et al.,
2001). jet and CSN5DN mutant flies, as well as cry mutants, still
synchronize to LD cycles, indicating that clock resetting is not
completely inhibited in these mutants. However, clock resetting
is abolished in glass; cry double mutants, which lack all known
visual input to the circadian clock (Helfrich-Förster et al., 2001),
suggesting that resetting of the clock in cry mutants occurs
through the visual system. Similarly, the residual light entrain-
ment in jet and CSN5DN mutants may be mediated by the visual
system in a CRY-independent manner.

The restoration of phase shifts and TIM degradation by over-
expressing JET in LNvs expressing CSN5DN supports the idea that
JET has become limiting in CSN5DN LNvs, thus making it hard to
degrade TIM by light. If JET levels are normally limiting in wild-
type LNvs, then it would explain why TIM degradation by light is
sensitive to the manipulations of CSN activity performed here.
However, the lack of CSN dependence on SCF Slimb-mediated

degradation of TIM in constant conditions is counterintuitive.
The requirement of the CSN for SCF-mediated protein degrada-
tion is well established (Schwechheimer et al., 2002; Yang et al.,
2002; He et al., 2005; Cope and Deshaies, 2006). One possibility is
that Slimb is either more abundant or more stable in LNs than
JET, leading to SCF Slimb complexes being less sensitive to inacti-
vating the CSN. Alternatively, CSN control of SCF activity may be
selective in LNvs such that the CSN is required to regulate SCF JET

but not SCF Slimb. Although the mechanism of such selectivity is
unknown, it is intriguing to note that, in Drosophila, the CSN is
necessary for SCF Ago-mediated degradation of Cyclin E (Dor-
onkin et al., 2003), but not the signal-dependent degradation of
Cactus, which is dependent on SCF Slimb (Harari-Steinberg et al.,
2007).

In conclusion, we demonstrated that the CSN has a specific
role in the Drosophila clock in mediating light-triggered TIM
degradation to reset the clock. Arguably the most exciting unan-
swered question in fly clock resetting is how signals from the
visual system and/or CRY mark TIM for recognition by JET to
trigger TIM degradation. Although a tyrosine kinase pathway was
predicted based on inhibitor studies many years ago (Naidoo et
al., 1999), no specific TIM kinases have yet been found. In mam-
malian cells, the CSN coordinates substrate-specific kinases
(such as those for p53 and cJun) and substrate degradation (for
review, see Harari-Steinberg and Chamovitz, 2004). Conceiv-
ably, a TIM-specific kinase could also interact with the CSN to
regulate degradation of TIM. With the identification of such a
kinase, we will have a detailed understanding of the biochemistry
of clock resetting in Drosophila.
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